DISCOVER AUSTRALIA’S
NEWEST AND MOST
EXCITING DESIGNER
HOTEL BRAND

INTRO
QT Port Douglas is the second designer
resort to open for QT Hotels & Resorts.
The chic new resort is Mad Men meets
the Hamptons with a sophisticated,
up market vibe featuring light timber
floor coverings and a restrained colour
palate of muted pastels.
An oasis of relaxation, there is no need for guests to
leave the resort with a large lagoon-style pool and
chic lawn party atmosphere, featuring pretty sun
loungers and swim up bars. For the ultimate place
to relax al fresco day and night, Estilo offers guests
exquisite cocktails that can be enjoyed on the lawn
or by the pool while listening to vibey lounge music.
Those looking for a quieter evening can take a spot
at the 300 seat outdoor resort cinema in partnership
with Moonlight Cinemas.
For guests who can be enticed away from the
ultimate design haven, the natural wonders of one
of Australia’s best coastal resort towns are on the
doorstep, including the World Heritage Listed
Great Barrier Reef and Daintree Rainforest.

HERE WE ARE
PORT DOUGLAS
ACCOMMODATION
Walk in to our hip Port Douglas accommodation
and be welcomed by an inspiring open-spaced
setting with a contemporary yet quirky tropical
feel. Our Port Douglas guest rooms and holiday
apartments offer space and style all with garden
or pool views.

Features
• The stylishly relaxed cocktail bar, Estilo
• Bustling interactive marketplace Bazaar
• 170 spacious resort rooms or one and two
bedroom holiday apartment villas
• All rooms and holiday apartment villas are
serviced daily
• Revamped outdoor lagoon style pool complete
with pool bar
• Outdoor Moonlight Cinema in winter months
• Day spa
• Two resurfaced tennis courts
• Complimentary use of our super-cute retro
QT Bikes, available at reception
• Fully-equipped gymnasium with lap pool
• 24-hour reception service
• Free and valet parking (fee applicable)
• Conference and Meeting Facilities
• QTique gift shop
• QT Concierge
• Wheelchair access
• Wireless, broadband and dial-up internet access

R&R TIME
Port Douglas has never been so chic. All of our 170
guest rooms and deluxe one and two bedroom villas
offer either garden or pool views. Sleek designer
bedrooms, custom design features and a relaxed
tropical feel await you. Our Port Douglas holiday
apartment villas are perfect for accommodating
groups and families or for longer stays, offering kitchen
facilities, lounge room with balcony and daily service.

Rooms
• QT Resort Rooms
• QT One Bedroom Villas
• QT Two Bedroom Villas

EVENTS
AT QT
We bring imagination, savvy and experience
to your next Port Douglas conference,
wedding or event. Our unique and flexible
Port Douglas event facilities offer all you
expect and more – chic designer finishes,
unforgettable food and drink experiences,
space for up to 350 guests and a friendly
events team.
QT Port Douglas has 7 dedicated meeting
rooms and flexible breakout rooms and onsite
dining options.
Set in lush tropical gardens, QT Port Douglas
is located just minutes from the township of
Port Douglas and Four Mile beach. This quirky
resort offers the best of all worlds.
The World Heritage Rainforests, the majestic
Daintree River, the creeks of Mossman
Gorge, the palm fringed golden sands of the
local beaches and the underwater wonders
of the Great Barrier Reef are all just a stone’s
throw away. World-class game fishing, diving,
sailing, snorkeling and nature walks await you
in this tropical paradise.
Enjoy the best of village life at Port Douglas
which is a short distance away. You’ll find a
variety of restaurants, bars and shops to suit
all tastes and budgets. Port Douglas offers
some of the best dining experiences in
North Queensland with a focus on local
produce and style.
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WINE AND DINE
BAZAAR
AN INTERACTIVE MARKETPLACE
Bazaar Port Douglas re-creates a traditional
marketplace with a twenty-first century twist. Step
inside the bustling Port Douglas restaurant and it’s
clear that it’s the produce and flavours which are
the heroes.
If you can look past the wood fired pizza ovens,
classic pot roasts and refreshing organic salads, you’ll
see refrigerators almost bursting with colourful, fresh
produce. And cornering past the Asian wok stations,
the spotlight is on a pedestal of gleaming seafood.
At Bazaar, your plate is your passport and there are
no rules on which destinations to explore. With a
mosaic of dishes to choose from, many are made
to order, whilst others are ready for you peruse at
your own pace. Regardless of where you start or
finish, each and every dish is accompanied by a
passionate chef, eager to explain the intricacies of
their creations.

Available for sole use – POA

WINE AND DINE
ESTILO
Estilo mixes designer chic with splashes of the
beachside calm to create a tropical oasis for
the discerning lover of all things wet. Settle in
to admire the cool calm of the lagoon or be
tempted by a cocktail, inspired by one of our
many in house tequilas.
Designer furniture surrounds the hand- crafted
stone bar, where our talented bar crew can create
a drink for any occasion. Add some heat with our
coastal inspired menu like the acclaimed wood fired
flatbread pizzas or our Mexican prawn cocktail.
With a fresh take on the modern resort lounge bar,
Estilo will have you living the dream of a tequila
sunrise sipped to the sounds of Ibiza. Settle inside,
or lounge on the luxurious outdoor booths, the
choice is yours.

CONTACT
QT PORT DOUGLAS
CONTACT INFORMATION
87-109 Port Douglas Road
Port Douglas Queensland 4877
t +61 7 4099 8900
e qt_portdouglas@qthotels.com.au

MEETINGS & EVENTS
t +61 7 4099 8900
e sales_portdouglas@qthotels.com.au

qtportdouglas.com.au

